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MULTIMERIC MULTIEPITOPE INFLUENZA VACCINES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to multimeric multi-epitope peptide-based vaccines.

In particular, the present invention relates to the use of multimeric multi-epitope peptide-

based vaccine eliciting protective immunity to influenza.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Multi-epitope vaccines

It is known that B-cell epitopes, T-helper cell epitopes, and cytotoxic T

lymphocytes epitopes all play important roles in these two immune responses.

Obviously, broad spectrum and long lasting humoral and cellular responses should be

induced for effective vaccination. There are still no broad spectrum and effective

vaccines against viruses with high mutation rates, such as influenza virus and human

immunodeficiency virus.

There is a close relationship between antigen dose and the efficiency of the

specific B-cell response. Studies using a chemically coupled carrier protein and epitope

peptide system, consisting of the same amount of carrier protein coupled with varying

amounts of epitope peptide, have shown that epitope density dramatically affected T

helper cell-dependent IgG responses (Jegerlehner et al., Eur J Immunol. 2002, 32:3305-

14). Liu et al. (Vaccine. 2004 23(3):366-71.) observed a positive effect of epitope density

on the humoral response of mice and rabbits immunized with glutathione-S-transferase

fusion proteins bearing various numbers of copies of the M2e peptide epitope (1, 2, 4, 8,

and 16 copies) of the M2 protein of the influenza virus. In the same study, a lethal

challenge assay showed that the fusion protein with the higher epitopes densities resulted

in higher survival rates and slower weight losses.

Multi-epitope vaccines, namely vaccines comprising more than one epitope, have

been developed for a wide variety of applications. A non-exhaustive list of examples

includes, e.g., a recombinant multivalent vaccine for streptococcal bacteria disclosed in

US Pat. No. 6,063,386; a vaccine for treatment of malaria which comprises a single

protein comprising peptides derived from different stages of the life cycle of the parasite

Plasmodium falciparum, disclosed in US Pat. No. 6,828,416; anti-tumor immunogenic



compositions comprising a polypeptide comprising prostate stem cell antigen epitopes,

disclosed in US Pat. Application 2007/0056315; and multi-epitope anti-viral vaccines

against HIV (International Publication WO 01/24810), rubella virus (see International

Publication WO 93/14206), and Hepatitis C virus (International Publication WO

01/21189).

International publication WO 2006/069262 discloses compositions, fusion

proteins and polypeptides comprising Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMP)

and epitopes of influenza viral proteins used to stimulate immune responses in a subject.

PAMPs are molecular motifs (e.g., proteins, peptides, nucleic acids, carbohydrates,

lipids) found in microorganisms that can trigger an innate immune response in a host,

i.e., act as adjuvant. In some embodiments the fusion proteins include multiple copies of

the M2e influenza epitope. International publication WO 2006/078657 discloses similar

fusion proteins and polypeptides comprising one or more PAMP and multiple epitopes of

flaviviral proteins.

Influenza

Influenza is a disease caused by viruses of three main subtypes, Influenza A, B

and C, which are classified according to their antigenic determinants. The influenza

virion consists of a single stranded RNA genome closely associated with a nucleoprotein

(NP) and enclosed by a lipoprotein envelope lined by matrix protein (Ml) and carrying

two major surface glycoprotein antigens, haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA).

The HA and NA glycoproteins are most susceptible to change; for example, there are 16

immune classes of HA and 9 different NA classes that provide the basis for the different

influenza virus subtypes like HlNl or H3N2. Influenza A virus has an additional

transmembrane glycoprotein, M2, which is highly conserved between the different HN

subtypes. The M2 gene encodes a protein having 96-97-amino-acids that is expressed as

a tetramer on the virion cell surface. It is composed of about 24 extracellular amino

acids, about 19 transmembrane amino acids, and about 54 cytoplasmic residues (Lamb et

al, Cell. 1985; 40:627-633.).

Influenza A and B viruses are the most common causes of influenza in man.

Influenza has an enormous impact on public health with severe economic implications in

addition to the devastating health problems, including morbidity and even mortality.

Infection may be mild, moderate or severe, ranging from asymptomatic through mild



upper respiratory infection and tracheobronchitis to a severe, occasionally lethal, viral

pneumonia. Influenza viruses have two important immunological characteristics that

present a challenge to vaccine preparation. The first concerns genetic changes that occur

in the surface glycoproteins every few years, referred to as "antigenic drift". This

antigenic change produces viruses that elude resistance elicited by existing vaccines. The

second characteristic of great public health concern is that influenza viruses, in particular

influenza A virus can exchange genetic material and merge. This process, known as

"antigenic shift", results in new strains different from both parent viruses, which can be

lethal pandemic strains.

Influenza Virus Antigens and Vaccine Production

Immunization towards influenza virus is limited by the antigenic variation of the

virus and by the restriction of the infection to the respiratory mucous membranes. The

influenza vaccines currently available are based either on whole inactive virus, on viral

proteins presented on the surface of bacterial cells, or on fiagellin bearing viral antigenic

determinants. HA is a strong imrnunogen and is the most significant antigen in defining

the serological specificity of the different virus strains.

The HA molecule (75-80 kD) comprises a plurality of antigenic determinants,

several of which are in regions that undergo sequence changes in different strains (strain-

specific determinants) and others in regions which are conserved in many HA molecules

(common determinants). Due to these changes, flu vaccines need to be modified at least

every few years.

Many influenza antigens, and vaccines prepared therefrom, are known in the art.

US Patent 4,474,757 discloses a vaccine against influenza virus infections consisting of a

synthetic peptide corresponding to an antigenic fragment of HA attached to a suitable

macromolecular carrier, such as polymers of amino acids or tetanus toxoid.

PCT International Publication WO 93/20846 to some of the inventors of the

present invention teaches a synthetic recombinant vaccine against a plurality of different

influenza virus strains comprising at least one recombinant protein comprising the amino

acid sequence of flagellin and at least one amino acid sequence of an epitope of influenza

virus HA or NP, or an aggregate of said chimeric protein. Following this approach, a

synthetic recombinant anti-influenza vaccine based on three epitopes was found to be

highly efficient in mice. The exemplified vaccines included flagellin chimeras



comprising the HA 91-108 epitope, a B-cell epitope from the HA which is conserved in

all H3 strains and elicits anti-influenza neutralizing antibodies, together with one or both

T-helper or CTL NP epitopes (NP 55-69 and NP 147-158, respectively), which induce

MHC-restricted immune responses. A vaccine comprising a combination of the three

above mentioned chimeras was considered to afford the best protection to viral infection.

US Patent No. 6,740,325 to some of the inventors of the present invention

teaches a human synthetic peptide-based influenza vaccine comprising at least four

epitopes of influenza virus, said influenza virus epitopes being reactive with human cells,

said epitopes comprising:

(i) one B-cell haemagglutinin (HA) epitope; (ii) one T-helper haemagglutinin

(HA) or nucleoprotein (NP) epitope that can bind to many HLA molecules; and (iii) at

least two cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) nucleoprotein (NP) or matrix protein (M) epitopes

that are restricted to the most prevalent HLA molecules in different human populations,

in particular specific ethnic or racial groups. The influenza peptide epitopes can be

expressed within recombinant Salmonella flagellin. That vaccine requires the

cumbersome preparation of at least four chimeric polypeptides.

PCT International Publication WO 2007/066334 to some of the inventors of the

present invention discloses a vaccine able to elicit long term and cross-strain protection

comprising a plurality of chimeric proteins comprising at least two influenza virus

peptide epitopes wherein at least one epitope is an influenza A virus matrix protein M

peptide epitope and the second epitope is a hemagglutinin HA peptide epitope. In this

case also the influenza peptide epitopes can be expressed within recombinant Salmonella

flagellin.

Mammals often have acquired immune responses to flagellar antigens. However,

clinical data have shown that effective doses of recombinant flagellin influenza in

animals have adverse effects in human subjects, including high fever, probably due to the

high flagellin/antigen ratio. It is also suspected that high concentrations of flagellin have

a transient effect on the heart.

Thus there is an unmet need for an influenza peptide epitope-based vaccine which

can induce humoral and cellular responses that are long-lasting with broad specificity.

There is also a need for a vaccine with simplified production and quality control

processes.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides influenza vaccines that overcome the drawbacks

of known vaccines against influenza, including the adverse effects of high carrier to

antigen ratio and high adjuvant to antigen ratio. The vaccine of the present invention

comprises polypeptide comprising multiple copies of plurality of influenza virus peptide

epitopes, providing multi diversity, high density vaccine. According to the present

invention the multimeric multiepitope polypeptide can be produced recombinantly, as an

isolated polypeptide or as a fusion protein, or synthetically by linking a plurality of

synthetic peptides, or can be mixed or formulated with an external adjuvant.

Multimeric polypeptides of the invention contain a combination of influenza

virus B-cell epitopes, T-helper epitopes, and cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes. The

epitopes are preferably selected from hemagglutinin (HA) peptides, matrix protein (Ml

and M2) peptides, and nucleoprotein (NP) peptides. The epitopes have a demonstrable

cross-protection activity against several human influenza subtypes and are chosen for

their improved ability to induce a cellular and humoral immune response.

It was surprisingly found that several multimeric polypeptides according to the

invention are active in eliciting an immune response even without being coupled to or

without being part of a carrier protein. Furthermore, due to the high density and the

variety of the immunogenic epitopes carried by the polypeptide, the vaccine elicits a

strong immune response even without the need for an adjuvant. In addition, the inclusion

of a large number of different immunogenic epitopes into a single polypeptide facilitates

production procedures and quality control.

In a first aspect the present invention provides a synthetic or recombinant

polypeptide comprising a plurality of influenza virus peptide epitopes each epitope is

present at least twice in a single polypeptide. Within the context of this invention, a

"multimeric" polypeptide is a polypeptide that contains a plurality of repeats (at least

two, typically at least three or more), not necessarily adjacent, of an amino acid stretch of

the polypeptide. The term "multimeric multiepitope" therefore relates to a polypeptide

containing a plurality of repeats of a plurality of epitopes.

According to this aspect the present invention provides a synthetic or recombinant

influenza multi-epitope polypeptide comprising multiple copies of a plurality of influenza



virus peptide epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure

(X1X2X3. On o in a block copolymer structure (Xi) n (X2)n (X3)n-(Xm)n-

The synthetic or recombinant influenza multi-epitope polypeptide according to

the present invention is selected from the group consisting of:

i . B(X 1ZX2Z ...Xm )nB; and

ii. B(Xi) nZ(X2)nZ... (Xm )nB;

wherein B is an optional sequence of 1-4 amino acid residues; n is at each occurrence

independently an integer of 2-50; m is an integer of 3-50; each of Xj, X2... Xm is an

influenza peptide epitope consisting of 4-24 amino acid residues; Z at each occurrence is

a bond or a spacer of 1-4 amino acid residues; and wherein the maximal number of

amino acid residues in the polypeptide is about 1000.

According to some embodiments n is at each occurrence independently an integer

of 2-50; m is an integer of 3-15; each of Xi-X m is an influenza peptide epitope selected

from the group consisting of a B-cell type epitope, a T-helper (Th) type epitope, and a

cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) type epitope, consisting of 4-24 amino acid residues; and

the maximal number of amino acid residues in the polypeptide is about 600.

According to other embodiments the influenza peptide epitopes are selected from

the group consisting of a hemagglutinin (HA) peptide, an Ml peptide, an M2 peptide,

and a nucleoprotein (NP) peptide.

According to some specific embodiments m is 9 and n is an integer of 3-5.

According to other embodiments the influenza peptide epitopes are selected from the

group consisting of SEQ ID NO:1 to SEQ ID NO: 82.

According to some specific embodiments the influenza peptide epitopes are

selected from epitopes E1-E9 according to table 1:



Table 1: influenza peptide epitopes El to E9

According to more specific embodiments the influenza peptide epitopes consist

of: HA 354-372 (El, SEQ ID NO: 82), HA 91-108 (E2, SEQ ID NO: 48), Ml 2-12 (E3,

SEQ ID NO: 25), HA 150-159 (E4, SEQ ID NO: 52), HA 143-149 (E5, SEQ ID NO:

51), NP 206-229 (E6, SEQ ID NO: 64), HA 307-319 (E7, SEQ ID NO: 59), NP 335-350

(E8, SEQ ID NO: 69), and NP 380-393 (E9, SEQ ID NO: 70).

According to yet other embodiments the polypeptide sequence is selected from

the group consisting of: SEQ ID NO:84, SEQ ID NO:86, and SEQ ID NO:88.

According to some embodiments the polypeptide comprises nine different

influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following alternating sequential

polymeric structure [ElE2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9] n, wherein n is 3 or 5; El is HA 354-

372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID

NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51), E6 is

NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350

(SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

According to other embodiments the polypeptide comprises three repeats of nine

different influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following block copolymer

structure [E1E1E1-E2E2E2-E3E3E3-E4E4E4-E5E5E5-E6E6E6-E7E7E7-E8E8E8-

E9E9E9], wherein El is HA 354-372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID

NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA

143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51), E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ

ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).



According to yet other embodiments the polypeptide comprises six repeats of five

different B-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E1E2E3E4E5]6, wherein El is HA 354-

372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID

NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51).

According to other embodiments the polypeptide comprises six repeats of four

different T-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E7E8E9E6]6, wherein E6 is NP 206-229

(SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID

NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

According to yet other embodiments the polypeptide comprises four repeats of

four different T-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E7E8E9E6]n, where n is 6, and wherein E6 is

NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350

(SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID Nθ :70), and wherein said multimeric

polypeptide is fused to a carrier protein.

According to additional embodiments the polypeptide comprises six repeats of

nine different influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following block copolymer

structure [E2E2E2E2E2E2-E1E1E1E1E1E1-E3E3E3E3E3E3-E4E4E4E4E4E4-

E5E5E5E5E5E5-E6E6EE6E6E66-E7E7E7E7E7E7-E8E8E8E8E8E8-E9E9E9E9E9E9],

wherein El is HA 354-372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is

Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ

ID NO:51), E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8

is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

In various embodiments the polypeptide comprises at least two repeats of each

epitope, typically at least three repeats of each epitope, alternatively at least four repeats,

alternatively at least five repeats, alternatively at least six repeats of each epitope,

maximum at least 50 repeats of each epitope. To improve the exposure of the epitopes to

the immune system, the epitopes are preferably separated by a spacer, which according to

certain embodiments consists of a single amino acid and according to other embodiments

comprises at least one amino acid or is a peptide. Preferably, the spacer consists of 1-4

neutral amino acid residues.



According to specific embodiments the synthetic or recombinant influenza multi-

epitope polypeptide consists of multiple copies of a plurality of influenza virus peptide

epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure (X1X2X3...^ or in a

block copolymer structure (Xi) n (X2)n( 3)n-( m)n-

In some embodiments of this aspect of the present invention, the multimeric

multiepitope polypeptide comprises at least two influenza peptide epitopes wherein at

least one is selected from the group consisting of B-cell type epitopes, T-helper (Th) type

epitopes, and cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) type epitopes. In some embodiments, the

influenza peptide epitopes are selected from the group consisting of hemagglutinin (HA)

peptide epitopes, matrix protein (Ml or M2) peptide epitopes, and nucleoprotein (NP)

peptide epitopes. In certain preferred embodiments the peptide epitopes are selected from

the group consisting of epitopes El to E9 according to Table 1.

Various exemplary embodiments are provided, comprising epitopes selected from

Table 1, wherein the number of repeats for each epitope is the same or different, and

wherein the polypeptide can be arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure

or a block copolymer structure. The term "alternating sequential polymeric" structure

means that a single copy of all the epitopes contained in the polypeptide are arranged

sequentially and this arrangement is repeated sequentially a number of times equal to the

number of repeats. For example, if the multimeric multiepitope polypeptide comprises

four repeats of three epitopes X1, X2 and X in an alternating sequential structure, the

polypeptide has the following polymeric structure: X1X2X3- X1X2X3- X1X2X3- X1X2X3,

also written [X1X2X3 4. The term "block copolymer" structure means that all the copies

of a single epitope contained in the polypeptide are arranged adjacently. For example, a

similar multimeric multiepitope polypeptide comprising four repeats of three epitopes X1,

X2 and X3 in a block copolymer structure has the following polymeric structure:

X1X1X1X1-X2X2X2X2-X3X3X3X3, also written [A]4-[B]4-[C]4.

According to some embodiments at least one amino acid of the spacer induces a

specific conformation on a segment of the polypeptide (e.g. a proline residue).

According to yet other embodiments the spacer comprises a cleavable sequence.

According to one embodiment the cleavable spacer is cleaved by intracellular enzymes.

According to a more specific embodiment the cleavable spacer comprises a protease

specific cleavable sequence.



According to some embodiments the multimeric polypeptide are preferably not

conjugated to and are devoid of a carrier fusion protein. In other embodiments the

polypeptides of the present invention may further comprise a carrier sequence, namely

the peptide epitopes are inserted within a sequence of a carrier polypeptide or are

coupled to a carrier sequence. According to some embodiments, the multimeric

polypeptides are produced as a recombinant fusion protein comprising a carrier

sequence.

In some specific embodiments the carrier sequence is a bacterial flagellin or a

portion thereof. In certain embodiments, the multiepitope polypeptide is inserted within

the hypervariable region of flagellin, thereby forming a recombinant flagellin fusion

protein containing the multimeric multiepitope polypeptide. In other embodiments, the

polypeptide is fused to an amino terminal or a carboxy terminal portion of the carrier

protein.

The present invention provides, according to another aspect, isolated

polynucleotide sequences encoding the influenza multi-epitope polypeptides.

According to some embodiments the isolated polynucleotide sequences encode a

polypeptide sequence selected from the group consisting of: SEQ ID NO:84, SEQ ID

NO:86, and SEQ ID NO:88.

According to specific embodiments, the isolated polynucleotide sequences

comprise a sequence selected from the group consisting of: SEQ ID NO:83, SEQ ID

NO:85, and SEQ ID NO:87.

According to yet another aspect, the present invention provides vaccine

compositions for immunization of a subject against influenza comprising at least one

synthetic or recombinant influenza multi-epitope polypeptide comprising multiple copies

of a plurality of influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential

polymeric structure (K\X2X-3..-)n or in a block copolymer structure

(Xl)n(X2)n(X3)n-(Xm)n-

According to some embodiments the vaccine composition comprises at least two

such polypeptides. According to some embodiments the vaccine comprises two

polypeptides, wherein a first polypeptide comprises a plurality of B-cell type influenza

virus peptide epitopes, and a second polypeptide comprises a plurality of T-cell type



influenza virus peptide epitopes. According to a specific embodiment the first

polypeptide is the polypeptide claim 18 [E1E2E3E4E5]6 wherein El is HA 354-

372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID

NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51); and

the second polypeptide is the polypeptide [E7E8E9E6]6, wherein E6 is NP 206-229

(SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID

NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70), or a fusion carrier protein comprising

the polypeptide [E7E8E9E6]n, where n is 6, and wherein E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID

NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID NO:69), and

E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

Another aspect of the present invention provides a vaccine for immunization of a

subject comprising a multimeric multiepitope polypeptide comprising a plurality of

influenza virus peptide epitopes. In some embodiments the vaccine comprises at least

three repeats of each epitope, alternatively at least four repeats, alternatively at least five

repeats, alternatively at least six repeats of each epitope. In some embodiments, the

epitopes are separated by a spacer, which may be a single amino acid or a peptide of at

least two amino acids.

In some embodiments, the vaccine comprises at least two influenza peptide

epitopes wherein at least one epitope is selected from the group consisting of B-cell type

epitopes, T-helper (Th) type epitopes, and CTL type epitopes. In some embodiments, the

influenza peptide epitopes are selected from the group consisting of hemagglutinin (HA)

peptide epitopes, Ml peptide epitopes, M2 peptide epitopes, and NP peptide epitopes. In

preferred embodiments the peptide epitopes are selected from the group consisting of the

epitopes El to E9 in Table 1 above.

In one embodiment the vaccine comprises three repeats of the nine epitopes El-

E9, arranged according to the alternating sequential polymeric structure

[E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]3. In another embodiment the vaccine comprises five repeats of

the nine epitopes arranged according to the alternating sequential polymeric structure

[E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]5. In yet another embodiment the vaccine comprises three

repeats of the nine epitopes arranged according to the block copolymer structure [El] 3-

[E2]3-[E3]3-[E4]3-[E5]3-[E6]3-[E7]3-[E8]3-[E9]3.



In yet another embodiment the vaccine comprises six repeats of the nine epitopes

arranged according to the block copolymer structure [E1]6-[E2]6-[E3]6-[E4]6-[E5]6-[E6]6-

[E7]6-[E8]6-[E9]6.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a vaccine against influenza

comprising a mixture of multimeric multiepitope polypeptides, wherein a first

polypeptide comprises a plurality of B-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes, and a

second polypeptide comprises a plurality of T-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes.

Each of the multiepitope polypeptides may by part of a fusion protein with a carrier

protein.

According to some embodiments the vaccine compositions according to the

present invention do not contain an adjuvant. According to other embodiments the

vaccine further comprises an adjuvant.

Pharmaceutically acceptable adjuvants include, but are not limited to water in oil

emulsion, lipid emulsion, and liposomes. According to specific embodiments the

adjuvant is selected from the group consisting of: Montanide®, alum, muramyl dipeptide,

Gelvac®, chitin microparticles, chitosan, cholera toxin subunit B, Intralipid®, and

Lipofundin®. According to a current preferred embodiment the adjuvant is Montanide®.

In some embodiments the vaccine is formulated for intramuscular, intranasal,

oral, intraperitoneal, subcutaneous, topical, intradermal and transdermal delivery. In some

embodiments the vaccine is administered intranasally. In other embodiments the vaccine

is administered intramuscularly. In yet other embodiments the vaccine is administered

intradermally.

The present invention provides according to a further embodiment a method for

inducing an immune response and conferring protection against influenza in a subject,

comprising administering to the subject a vaccine composition comprising at least one

synthetic or recombinant influenza multi-epitope polypeptide comprising multiple copies

of a plurality of influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential

polymeric structure (XiX2X3...) n or in a block copolymer structure

(Xl)n(X2)n(X3)n-(Xm)n-

The route of administration of the vaccine is selected from intramuscular,

intranasal, oral, intraperitoneal, subcutaneous, topical, intradermal, and transdermal



delivery. According to preferred embodiments the vaccine is administered intranasally,

intramuscularly or intradermally.

Use of a polypeptide according to the invention for preparation of a vaccine

composition for immunization against influenza is also within the scope of the present

invention, as well as use of an isolated polynucleotide according to the invention for

production of a polynucleotide.

All the multimeric polypeptides disclosed in the present invention can be

produced as a recombinant protein, a fusion protein, and by chemical synthesis.

Accordingly, another aspect of the present invention provides a recombinant protein

comprising a multimeric multiepitope polypeptide comprising a plurality of influenza

virus peptide epitopes. In some embodiments the polypeptide is inserted within the

hypervariable region of a bacterial flagellin.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a fusion protein comprising at

least one multimeric multiepitope polypeptide and at least one additional polypeptide. In

some embodiments the polypeptide is fused to a bacterial flagellin or a portion thereof. In

a specific embodiment, the polypeptide comprising six repeats of the nine epitopes,

arranged according to the block copolymer structure [E1]6-[E2]6-[E3]6-[E4]6-[E5]6-[E6]6-

[E7]6-[E8]6-[E9]6, is fused to a bacterial flagellin or a portion thereof.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a synthetic multimeric

polypeptide comprising a plurality of synthetic peptide epitopes linked by a spacer

selected from the group consisting of: a bond, an amino acid, and a peptide comprising at

least two amino acids.

Encompassed by the present invention are also synthetic multimeric polypeptides

for immunizing against influenza.

Further embodiments and the full scope of applicability of the present invention

will become apparent from the detailed description given hereinafter. However, it should

be understood that the detailed description and specific examples, while indicating

preferred embodiments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only, since

various changes and modifications within the spirit and scope of the invention will

become apparent to those skilled in the art from this detailed description.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Figures IA and IB show a multimeric polypeptide comprising five repeats of

nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure:

(HA354-372—HA91-108—Ml,2-12— HA150-159—HA143-149—NP206-229—

HA307-319—NP335-350—NP380-393)5. (A) the nucleotide sequence (SEQ ID NO:83)

of the construct used to produce a multimeric polypeptide; (B) the amino acid sequence

(SEQ ID NO:84) of the multimeric polypeptide encoded by the nucleotide sequence of A.

The epitopes in the first sequence of nine epitopes are underlined.

Figures 2A and 2B show a multimeric polypeptide comprising three repeats of

nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged in a block copolymer structure: (HA354-372)3—

(HA91-108)3—(Ml 2-12)3—(HA150-159)3—(HA143-149)3—(NP206-229)3—(HA307-

319)3—(NP335-350)3—(NP380-393)3. (A) Nucleotide sequence (SEQ ID NO:85) of the

construct used to produce the polypeptide. (B) Amino acid sequence (SEQ ID NO:86) of

the multimeric polypeptide. The three repeats of the first epitope are underlined.

Figures 3A and 3B show a multimeric polypeptide comprising three repeats of

nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure:

(HA354-372—HA91-108—Ml,2-12— HA150-159—HA143-149—NP206-229—

HA307-319—NP335-350—NP380-393)3. (A) Nucleotide sequence (SEQ ID NO:87) of

the construct used to produce the polypeptide. (B) Amino acid sequence (SEQ ID NO:88)

of the multimeric polypeptide. The epitopes in the first sequence of nine epitopes are

underlined.

Figure 4 shows the cellular immune response to several strains of influenza

viruses, of mice vaccinated with two multimeric vaccines: # 11 and #14. The cellular

immune response to two different concentrations of a stimulating virus was measured

and is shown as the proliferation index for lymphocytes incubated with a stimulating

virus.

Figure 5 shows the protective effect of multimeric vaccine #14 against a highly

lethal dose of a mouse adapted influenza virus H3N2 strain (A/Texas/1/77). The

protective effect of the vaccine is demonstrated by a significant reduction in virus titer in

the lungs of vaccinated mice compared to control mice (PBS).

Figures 6A and 6B show the efficacy of several multimeric vaccines in

protecting mice from a viral challenge. The protective effect of multimeric vaccine #11,



#12 and #14 is demonstrated by a higher survival rate (fig. 6A) of vaccinated mice

compared to control (PBS) mice, following infection with a lethal dose of a mouse

adapted influenza virus H3N2 strain (A/Texas/ 1/77), and by a significantly lower viral

load in lungs (fig. 6B) of vaccinated mice compared to control (50% Gly/PBS) mice.

Figure 7 compares the efficacy of immunization of mice with several vaccines

comprising multimeric constructs in 50% Glycerol in PBS (#11, #12, and #14) or in

emulsion with Incomplete Freund's adjuvant (#1 1-IFA, #12-IFA, and #14-IFA). The

protective effect of the different vaccines and the effect of the IFA are measured by the

survival rate of vaccinated mice compared to control mice after challenge with the mouse

adapted influenza virus H3N2 strain (A/Texas/ 1/77).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides multimeric multiepitope polypeptides and

vaccines based on these polypeptides, comprising a plurality of influenza virus peptide

epitopes. A polypeptide according to the present invention comprises at least two repeats

of each epitope. Preferably a polypeptide according to the present invention comprises at

least three repeats of each epitope. The present invention also provides vaccines based on

such polypeptides and methods of use thereof.

Peptide epitopes derived from influenza proteins are useful in preparing vaccines

against influenza. However, each peptide alone is almost invisible to the immune system,

is degraded rapidly and arouses an insufficient immune response. When multiple copies

of immunogenic peptides are presented to the immune system as single polypeptide, the

magnitude of the epitope-specific immune response is enhanced. For example, vaccines

based on a recombinant flagellin fusion protein containing a single copy of one influenza

peptide epitope provide an epitope/fiagellin ratio of approximately 1:28. By using multi¬

epitope vaccines, containing a plurality of epitopes in several copies each, a

epitope/flagellin ratio of up to 2:1 can be obtained. The present invention discloses

multimeric multiepitope polypeptides with enhanced immunogenicity compared to the

known constructs and configurations. The polypeptides each contain a plurality of

epitopes, wherein each epitope is repeated in multiple copies. The multiple copies or

repeats of each epitope may be contiguous as a block of each epitope. Alternatively the

plurality of epitopes may appear in a predetermined sequence where this sequence is



repeated a number of times within the polypeptide. Both these types of configurations of

the multiple epitopes are now shown to have unexpectedly superior results in conferring

immunity against influenza on a subject.

Definitions

For convenience, certain terms employed in the specification, examples and

claims are described herein.

The term "antigen presentation" means the expression of antigen on the surface of

a cell in association with major histocompatibility complex class I or class II molecules

(MHC-I or MHC-II) of animals or with the HLA-I and HLA-II of humans.

The term "immunogenicity" or "immunogenic" relates to the ability of a

substance to stimulate or elicit an immune response. Immunogenicity is measured, for

example, by determining the presence of antibodies specific for the substance. The

presence of antibodies is detected by methods known in the art, for example using an

ELISA assay.

Influenza epitopes can be classified as B-cell type, T-cell type or both B cell and

T cell type, depending on the type of immune response they elicit. The definition of B

cell or T cell peptide epitope is not unequivocal; for example, a peptide epitope can

induce antibody production but at the same time that epitope can possess a sequence that

enables binding to the human HLA molecule, rendering it accessible to CTLs, hence a

dual B cell and T cell classification for that particular epitope. "CTL", "killer T cells" or

"cytotoxic T cells" is a group of differentiated T cells that recognize and lyse target cells

bearing a specific foreign antigen that function in defense against viral infection and

cancer cells. "T helper cell" or "Th" is any of the T cells that when stimulated by a

specific antigen release cytokines that promote the activation and function of B cells and

killer T cells.

The term "recombinant flagellin fusion protein" refers to a flagellin polypeptide

comprising a peptide epitope or a multimeric multiepitope polypeptide embedded within

its sequence, or alternatively, to a portion of a flagellin polypeptide fused to a peptide

epitope or a multimeric multiepitope polypeptide at either its N- or C-terminus.



"Amino acid sequence", as used herein, refers to an oligopeptide, peptide,

polypeptide, or protein sequence, and fragment thereof, and to naturally occurring or

synthetic molecules.

In the specification and in the claims the term "spacer" denotes any chemical

compound, which may be present in the polypeptide sequence, at one of the terminals or

between two epitopes. Preferably, the spacer consists of 1-4 amino acid residues. The

spacer may comprise a sequence that can be cleaved by enzymatic means, or may

decompose spontaneously. The spacer may enforce or induce beneficial conformation to

the polypeptide. The spacer may optionally comprise a protease specific cleavable

sequence.

Peptide Epitopes Useful in Preparing a Vaccine

According to preferred embodiments of the present invention, peptide epitopes

are derived from influenza proteins selected from the group consisting of HA, Ml, M2,

and NP. The epitopes may also be selected according to their type: B-cell type, Th type,

and CTL type.

It is to be noted that peptide epitopes listed herein are provided as for exemplary

purposes only. The influenza virus proteins vary between isolates, thereby providing

multiple variant seqµences for each influenza protein. Accordingly, the present invention

encompasses peptide epitopes having one or more amino acid substitutions, additions or

deletions.

The matrix protein Ml is a major structural component of the influenza virus

particles and forms an inner layer of the lipid cell-derived envelope. Within the virion

and in infected cells at late stages of the virus replication, the M l protein associates with

the viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs), which are composed of viral RNA molecules,

multiple copies of the nucleoproteins, and the three subunits of the viral polymerase

holding the ends of the viral RNAs. The N-terminal domain of Ml refers to amino acids

1 to about amino acid 20 of the Ml protein.

The matrix protein M2 is a hydrogen ion channel resulting in dissociation of the

matrix and nucleoprotein complex within vacuoles. This ion channel releases the genome

enabling viral RNA to enter the nucleus of the infected cell and initiate viral replication.

Therapeutic substances against influenza, such as amantadine and rimantadine act by

blocking the M2 activity. Influenza B has a counterpart protein known as NB; although



there is no sequence similarity between M2 and NB, they are both transmembrane

proteins and may share similar function. The extracellular domain of the M2 protein

which is a transmembrane protein of influenza A virus, is nearly invariant in all influenza

A strains. The N-terminal domain of M2 refers to the amino acid sequence N-terminal to

the transmembrane domain.

Table 2 provides an exemplary list of Ml and M2 peptide epitopes that may be

used for preparation of the multimeric polypeptides according to the present invention.

Table 2. Ml and M2 peptide epitopes



Nucleoprotein (NP) is one of the groups of specific antigens, which distinguishes

between influenza A, B and C viruses. In contrast to HA, NP is highly conserved, being

94% conserved in all influenza A viruses. Influenza A virus NP-specific antibody has no

virus neutralizing activity, but NP is an important target for cytotoxic T lymphocytes

(CTL) which are cross-reactive with all type A viruses (Townsend, J Exp Med 1984

160(2):552-63). CTLs recognize short synthetic peptides corresponding to linear regions

of the influenza NP molecule.

Hemagglutinin (HA) is a glycoprotein trimer embedded in the influenza

envelope. It has responsible for the attachment and penetration of the virus to the host

cell. Antibodies to the HA neutralize viral infectivity. Antigenic variations of this

molecule are responsible for frequent outbreaks of influenza and for the poor control of

infection by immunization (Ada and Jones, Curr Top Microbial Immunol 1986; 128:1-

54).

The influenza virus RNA polymerase is a heterocomplex composed of the three

polymerase (P) proteins PB 1, PB2 and PA-present in a 1:1:1 ratio. Their role in influenza

virulence has not been fully elucidated. Non-limiting examples of HA, NP, PBl and PB2

peptide epitopes are listed in table 3.



Table 3: HA, NP and PB peptide epitopes.

Chimeric or Recombinant Molecules

A "chimeric protein", "chimeric polypeptide" or "recombinant protein" are used

interchangeably and refer to an influenza multimeric polypeptide operatively linked to a

polypeptide other than the polypeptide from which the peptide epitope was derived. The

multimeric multiepitope polypeptides of the present invention can be prepared by

expression in an expression vector per se or as a chimeric protein. The methods to



produce a chimeric or recombinant protein comprising one or more influenza peptide

epitopes are known to those with skill in the art. A nucleic acid sequence encoding one

or more influenza peptide epitopes can be inserted into an expression vector for

preparation of a polynucleotide construct for propagation and expression in host cells. A

nucleic acid construct encoding a polypeptide comprising multiple repeats of several

epitopes, such as a multimeric multiepitope polypeptide, can be prepared by ligation of

smaller polynucleotide constructs bearing appropriated restriction sites at their 3' and 5'

ends.

In a non-limiting example, the chimeric polypeptide of the present invention

includes chimeras of an influenza peptide epitope with one of the following

polypeptides: flagellin, Cholera toxin, Tetanus toxin, Ovalbumin, Tuberculosis heat

shock protein, Diphtheria Toxoid, Protein G from respiratory syncytial virus, Outer

Membrane Protein from Neisseria meningitides, nucleoprotein of vesicular stomatitis

virus, glycoprotein of vesicular stomatitis virus, Plasmodium falciparum Antigen

Glutamate-Rich Protein, Merozoite Surface Protein 3 or Viruses envelope protein.

The term "expression vector" and "recombinant expression vector" as used herein

refers to a DNA molecule, for example a plasmid, flagellin or virus, containing a desired

and appropriate nucleic acid sequences necessary for the expression of the recombinant

peptide epitopes for expression in a particular host cell. As used herein "operably linked"

refers to a functional linkage of at least two sequences. Operably linked includes linkage

between a promoter and a second sequence, for example an nucleic acid of the present

invention, wherein the promoter sequence initiates and mediates transcription of the

DNA sequence corresponding to the second sequence.

The regulatory regions necessary for transcription of the peptide epitopes can be

provided by the expression vector. The precise nature of the regulatory regions needed

for gene expression may vary among vectors and host cells. Generally, a promoter is

required which is capable of binding RNA polymerase and promoting the transcription of

an operably-associated nucleic acid sequence. Regulatory regions may include those 5'

non-coding sequences involved with initiation of transcription and translation, such as

the TATA box, capping sequence, CAAT sequence, and the like. The non-coding region

3' to the coding sequence may contain transcriptional termination regulatory sequences,

such as terminators and polyadenylation sites. A translation initiation codon (ATG) may

also be provided.



In order to clone the nucleic acid sequences into the cloning site of a vector,

linkers or adapters providing the appropriate compatible restriction sites are added during

synthesis of the nucleic acids. For example, a desired restriction enzyme site can be

introduced into a fragment of DNA by amplification of the DNA by use of PCR with

primers containing the desired restriction enzyme site.

An expression construct comprising a peptide epitope sequence operably

associated with regulatory regions can be directly introduced into appropriate host cells

for expression and production of the multimeric multiepitope polypeptide per se or as

recombinant fusion proteins. The expression vectors that may be used include but are not

limited to plasmids, cosmids, phage, phagemids, flagellin or modified viruses. Typically,

such expression vectors comprise a functional origin of replication for propagation of the

vector in an appropriate host cell, one or more restriction endonuclease sites for insertion

of the desired gene sequence, and one or more selection markers.

The recombinant polynucleotide construct comprising the expression vector and a

multimeric polypeptide should then be transferred into a bacterial host cell where it can

replicate and be expressed. This can be accomplished by methods known in the art. The

expression vector is used with a compatible prokaryotic or eukaryotic host cell which

may be derived from bacteria, yeast, insects, mammals and humans.

According to one non limiting example the expression vector is a flagellin vector,

for example as disclosed in US 6,130,082. According to other specific embodiments the

plasmid vector contains the fliC flagellin gene with unique restriction sites, wherein the

multimeric polypeptide is inserted within the hypervariable region of the flagellin and the

recombinant flagellin fusion protein containing the multi-epitope polypeptide is

expressed in flagella-defϊ cient mutant Salmonella or E. CoIi. The host cells which

express the recombinant flagellin fusion protein can be formulated as live vaccines.

Production of the Multimeric Polypeptide

Once expressed by the host cell, the multimeric polypeptide can be separated

from undesired components by a number of protein purification methods. One such

method uses a polyhistidine tag on the recombinant protein. A polyhistidine-tag consists

in at least six histidine (His) residues added to a recombinant protein, often at the N- or

C-terminus. Polyhistidine-tags are often used for affinity purification of polyhistidine-

tagged recombinant proteins that are expressed in E. coli or other prokaryotic expression



systems. The bacterial cells are harvested by centrifugation and the resulting cell pellet

can be lysed by physical means or with detergents or enzymes such as lysozyme. The

raw lysate contains at this stage the recombinant protein among several other proteins

derived from the bacteria and are incubated with affinity media such as NTA-agarose,

HisPur resin or Talon resin. These affinity media contain bound metal ions, either nickel

or cobalt to which the polyhistidine-tag binds with micromolar affinity. The resin is then

washed with phosphate buffer to remove proteins that do not specifically interact with

the cobalt or nickel ion. The washing efficiency can be improved by the addition of 20

mM imidazole and proteins are then usually eluted with 150-300 mM imidazole. The

polyhistidine tag may be subsequently removed using restriction enzymes, endoproteases

or exoproteases. Kits for the purification of histidine-tagged proteins can be purchased

for example from Qiagen.

Another method is through the production of inclusion bodies, which are inactive

aggregates of protein that may form when a recombinant polypeptide is expressed in a

prokaryote. While the cDNA may properly code for a translatable mRNA, the protein

that results may not fold correctly, or the hydrophobicity of the added peptide epitopes

may cause the recombinant polypeptide to become insoluble. Inclusion bodies are easily

purified by methods well known in the art. Various procedures for the purification of

inclusion bodies are known in the art. In some embodiments the inclusion bodies are

recovered from bacterial lysates by centrifugation and are washed with detergents and

chelating agents to remove as much bacterial protein as possible from the aggregated

recombinant protein. To obtain soluble protein, the washed inclusion bodies are

dissolved in denaturing agents and the released protein is then refolded by gradual

removal of the denaturing reagents by dilution or dialysis (as described for example in

Molecular cloning: a laboratory manual, 3rd edition, Sambrook, J. and Russell, D. W.,

2001; CSHL Press).

Alternatively, the recombinant flagellin fusion protein retains the ability to form

intact flagella. Various procedures for the purification of the intact flagella are known the

art. In one embodiment, the recombinant flagellin molecules expressed by a parental,

flagellin-deficient nonmotile strain of bacteria produce functional flagella.



Vaccine Formulation

The vaccines of the present invention comprise a multiepitope polypeptide or a

recombinant fusion protein comprising a multi-epitope polypeptide, and optionally, an

adjuvant. The vaccine can be formulated for administration in one of many different

modes. According to one embodiment of the invention, the vaccine is administered

intranasally. The vaccine formulation may be applied to the lymphatic tissue of the nose

in any convenient manner. However, it is preferred to apply it as a liquid stream or liquid

droplets to the walls of the nasal passage. The intranasal composition can be formulated,

for example, in liquid form as nose drops, spray, or suitable for inhalation, as powder, as

cream, or as emulsion. The composition can contain a variety of additives, such as

adjuvant, excipient, stabilizers, buffers, or preservatives.

For straightforward application, the vaccine composition is preferably supplied in

a vessel appropriate for distribution of the polypeptide or recombinant fusion protein in

the form of nose drops or an aerosol. In certain preferred embodiments the vaccine is

formulated for mucosal delivery, in particular nasal delivery (Arnon et al., Biologicals.

2001; 29(3-4):237-42; Ben-Yedidia et al., Int Immunol. 1999; 11(7): 1043-51).

In another embodiment of the invention, administration is oral and the vaccine

may be presented, for example, in the form of a tablet or encased in a gelatin capsule or a

microcapsule.

In yet another embodiment, the vaccine is formulated for parenteral

administration, hi some embodiments the vaccine is formulated for mass inoculation, for

example for use with a jet-injector or a single use cartridge. According to yet another

embodiment the administration is intramuscular.

According to yet another embodiment the administration is intradermal. Needles

specifically designed to deposit the vaccine intradermally are known in the art as

disclosed for example in 6,843,781 and 7,250,036 among others. According to other

embodiments the administration is performed with a needleless injector.

The formulation of these modalities is general knowledge to those with skill in

the art.

Liposomes provide another delivery system for antigen delivery and presentation.

Liposomes are bilayered vesicles composed of phospholipids and other sterols

surrounding a typically aqueous center where antigens or other products can be



encapsulated. The liposome structure is highly versatile with many types range in

nanometer to micrometer sizes, from about 25 nm to about 500 µm. Liposomes have

been found to be effective in delivering therapeutic agents to dermal and mucosal

surfaces. Liposomes can be further modified for targeted delivery by for example,

incorporating specific antibodies into the surface membrane, or altered to encapsulate

bacteria, viruses or parasites. The average survival time or half life of the intact liposome

structure can be extended with the inclusion of certain polymers, for example

polyethylene glycol, allowing for prolonged release in vivo. Liposomes may be

unilamellar or multilamellar.

The vaccine composition may be formulated by: encapsulating an antigen or an

antigen/adjuvant complex in liposomes to form liposome-encapsulated antigen and

mixing the liposome-encapsulated antigen with a carrier comprising a continuous phase

of a hydrophobic substance. If an antigen/adjuvant complex is not used in the first step, a

suitable adjuvant may be added to the liposome-encapsulated antigen, to the mixture of

liposome-encapsulated antigen and carrier, or to the carrier before the carrier is mixed

with the liposome-encapsulated antigen. The order of the process may depend on the

type of adjuvant used. Typically, when an adjuvant like alum is used, the adjuvant and

the antigen are mixed first to form an antigen/adjuvant complex followed by

encapsulation of the antigen/adjuvant complex with liposomes. The resulting liposome-

encapsulated antigen is then mixed with the carrier. The term "liposome-encapsulated

antigen" may refer to encapsulation of the antigen alone or to the encapsulation of the

antigen/adjuvant complex depending on the context. This promotes intimate contact

between the adjuvant and the antigen and may, at least in part, account for the immune

response when alum is used as the adjuvant. When another is used, the antigen may be

first encapsulated in liposomes and the resulting liposome-encapsulated antigen is then

mixed into the adjuvant in a hydrophobic substance.

In formulating a vaccine composition that is substantially free of water, antigen

or antigen/adjuvant complex is encapsulated with liposomes and mixed with a

hydrophobic substance. In formulating a vaccine in an emulsion of water-in-a

hydrophobic substance, the antigen or antigen/adjuvant complex is encapsulated with

liposomes in an aqueous medium followed by the mixing of the aqueous medium with a

hydrophobic substance. In the case of the emulsion, to maintain the hydrophobic



substance in the continuous phase, the aqueous medium containing the liposomes may be

added in aliquots with mixing to the hydrophobic substance.

In all methods of formulation, the liposome-encapsulated antigen may be freeze-

dried before being mixed with the hydrophobic substance or with the aqueous medium as

the case may be. In some instances, an antigen/adjuvant complex may be encapsulated

by liposomes followed by freeze-drying. In other instances, the antigen may be

encapsulated by liposomes followed by the addition of adjuvant then freeze-drying to

form a freeze-dried liposome-encapsulated antigen with external adjuvant. In yet another

instance, the antigen may be encapsulated by liposomes followed by freeze-drying before

the addition of adjuvant. Freeze-drying may promote better interaction between the

adjuvant and the antigen resulting in a more efficacious vaccine.

Formulation of the liposome-encapsulated antigen into a hydrophobic substance

may also involve the use of an emulsifier to promote more even distribution of the

liposomes in the hydrophobic substance. Typical emulsifiers are well-known in the art

and include mannide oleate (Arlacel™ A), lecithin, Tween™ 80, Spans™ 20, 80, 83 and

85. The emulsifier is used in an amount effective to promote even distribution of the

liposomes. Typically, the volume ratio (v/v) of hydrophobic substance to emulsifier is in

the range of about 5:1 to about 15:1.

Microparticles and nanoparticles employ small biodegradable spheres which act

as depots for vaccine delivery. The major advantage that polymer microspheres possess

over other depot-effecting adjuvants is that they are extremely safe and have been

approved by the Food and Drug Administration in the US for use in human medicine as

suitable sutures and for use as a biodegradable drug delivery system (Langer R. Science.

1990; 249(4976): 1527-33). The rates of copolymer hydrolysis are very well

characterized, which in turn allows for the manufacture of microparticles with sustained

antigen release over prolonged periods of time (O'Hagen, et al., Vaccine.

1993;ll(9):965-9).

Parenteral administration of microparticles elicits long-lasting immunity,

especially if they incorporate prolonged release characteristics. The rate of release can be

modulated by the mixture of polymers and their relative molecular weights, which will

hydrolyze over varying periods of time. Without wishing to be bound to theory, the

formulation of different sized particles ( 1 µm to 200 µm) may also contribute to long-



lasting immunological responses since large particles must be broken down into smaller

particles before being available for macrophage uptake. In this manner a single- injection

vaccine could be developed by integrating various particle sizes, thereby prolonging

antigen presentation and greatly benefiting livestock producers.

In some applications an adjuvant or excipient may be included in the vaccine

formulation. Montanide™ (Incomplete Freund's adjuvant) and alum for example, are

preferred adjuvants for human use. The choice of the adjuvant will be determined in part

by the mode of administration of the vaccine. For example, non-injected vaccination will

lead to better overall compliance and lower overall costs. A preferred mode of

administration is intramuscular administration. Another preferred mode of administration

is intranasal administration. Non-limiting examples of intranasal adjuvants include

chitosan powder, PLA and PLG microspheres, QS-21, calcium phosphate nanoparticles

(CAP) and mCTA/LTB (mutant cholera toxin E l 12K with pentameric B subunit of heat

labile enterotoxin).

The adjuvant used may also be, theoretically, any of the adjuvants known for

peptide- or protein-based vaccines. For example: inorganic adjuvants in gel form

(aluminium hydroxide/aluminium phosphate, Warren et al., 1986; calcium phosphate,

Relyvelt, 1986); bacterial adjuvants such as monophosphoryl lipid A (Ribi, 1984; Baker

et al., 1988) and muramyl peptides (Ellouz et al., 1974; Allison and Byars, 1991; Waters

et al., 1986); particulate adjuvants such as the so-called ISCOMS ("immunostimulatory

complexes", Mowat and Donachie, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1990; Thapar et al., 1991),

liposomes (Mbawuike et al. 1990; Abraham, 1992; Phillips and Emili, 1992;

Gregoriadis, 1990) and biodegradable microspheres (Marx et al., 1993); adjuvants based

on oil emulsions and emulsifiers such as IFA ("Incomplete Freund's adjuvant" (Stuart-

Harris, 1969; Warren et al., 1986), SAF (Allison and Byars, 1991), saponines (such as

QS-21; Newman et al., 1992), squalene/squalane (Allison and Byars, 1991); synthetic

adjuvants such as non-ionic block copolymers (Hunter et al., 1991), muramyl peptide

analogs (Azuma, 1992), synthetic lipid A (Warren et al., 1986; Azuma, 1992), synthetic

polynucleotides (Harrington et al., 1978) and polycationic adjuvants (WO 97/30721).

Adjuvants for use with immunogens of the present invention include aluminum

or calcium salts (for example hydroxide or phosphate salts). A particularly preferred

adjuvant for use herein is an aluminum hydroxide gel such as Alhydrogel™. Calcium

phosphate nanoparticles (CAP) is an adjuvant being developed by Biosante, Inc



(Lincolnshire, 111.)- The immunogen of interest can be either coated to the outside of

particles, or encapsulated inside on the inside [He et al. (November 2000) Clin. Diagn.

Lab. Immunol., 7(6):899-903].

Another adjuvant for use with an immunogen of the present invention is an

emulsion. A contemplated emulsion can be an oil-in-water emulsion or a water-in-oil

emulsion. In addition to the immunogenic chimer protein particles, such emulsions

comprise an oil phase of squalene, squalane, peanut oil or the like as are well known, and

a dispersing agent. Non-ionic dispersing agents are preferred and such materials include

mono- and di-C 12-C24-fatty acid esters of sorbitan and mannide such as sorbitan mono-

stearate, sorbitan mono-oleate and mannide mono-oleate.

Such emulsions are for example water-in-oil emulsions that comprise squalene,

glycerol and a surfactant such as mannide mono-oleate (Arlacel™ A), optionally with

squalane, emulsified with the chimer protein particles in an aqueous phase. Alternative

components of the oil-phase include alpha-tocopherol, mixed-chain di- and tri-

glycerides, and sorbitan esters. Well-known examples of such emulsions include

Montanide™ ISA-720, and Montanide™ ISA 703 (Seppic, Castres, France. Other oil-in-

water emulsion adjuvants include those disclosed in W O 95/17210 and EP 0 399 843.

The use of small molecule adjuvants is also contemplated herein. One type of

small molecule adjuvant useful herein is a 7-substituted-8-oxo- or 8-sulfo-guanosine

derivative described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,539,205, U.S. Pat. No. 4,643,992, U.S. Pat. No.

5,011,828 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,093,318. 7-allyl-8-oxoguanosine(loxoribine) has been

shown to be particularly effective in inducing an antigen-(immunogen-) specific

response.

A useful adjuvant includes monophosphoryl lipid A (MPL®), 3-deacyl

monophosphoryl lipid A (3D-MPL®), a well-known adjuvant manufactured by Corixa

Corp. of Seattle, formerly Ribi Immunochem, Hamilton, Mont. The adjuvant contains

three components extracted from bacteria: monophosphoryl lipid (MPL) A , trehalose

dimycolate (TDM) and cell wall skeleton (CWS) (MPL+TDM+CWS) in a 2%

squalene/Tween™ 80 emulsion. This adjuvant can be prepared by the methods taught in

GB 2122204B.

Other compounds are structurally related to MPL® adjuvant called aminoalkyl

glucosamide phosphates (AGPs) such as those available from Corixa Corp under the



designation RC-529™ adjuvant {2-[(R)-3-tetra-decanoyloxytetradecanoylamino]-ethyl-

2-deoxy-4-O-phosphon- o-3-O- [(R)-3 -tetradecanoyloxytetra-decanoyl] -2- [(R)-3-tetra-

decanoyloxytet- radecanoyl-amino]-p-D-glucopyranoside triethylammonium salt}. An

RC-529 adjuvant is available in a squalene emulsion sold as RC-529SE and in an

aqueous formulation as RC-529AF available from Corixa Corp. (see, U.S. Pat. No.

6,355,257 and U.S. Pat. No. 6,303,347; U.S. Pat. No. 6,113,918; and U.S. Publication

No. 03-0092643).

Further contemplated adjuvants include synthetic oligonucleotide adjuvants

containing the CpG nucleotide motif one or more times (plus flanking sequences)

available from Coley Pharmaceutical Group. The adjuvant designated QS21, available

from Aquila Biopharmaceuticals, Inc., is an immunologically active saponin fractions

having adjuvant activity derived from the bark of the South American tree Quillaja

Saponaria Molina (e.g. Quil ™ A), and the method of its production is disclosed in U.S.

Pat. No. 5,057,540. Derivatives of Quil™ A, for example QS21 (an HPLC purified

fraction derivative of Quil ™ A also known as QA21), and other fractions such as QA17

are also disclosed. Semi-synthetic and synthetic derivatives of Quillaja Saponaria Molina

saponins are also useful, such as those described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,977,081 and U.S. Pat.

No. 6,080,725. The adjuvant denominated MF59 available from Chiron Corp. is

described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,709,879 and U.S. Pat. No. 6,086,901.

Muramyl dipeptide adjuvants are also contemplated and include N-acetyl-

muramyl-L-threonyl-D-isoglutamine (thur-MDP), N-acetyl-nor-muramyl-L-alanyl-D-

isoglutamine [CGP 11637, referred to as nor-MDP], and N-acetylmuramyl-L-alanyl-D-

isoglutaminyl-L-alanine-2-(r-2'-dipalmityol-s-n-glycero-3-hydroxyphosphoryloxy)

ethylamine [(CGP) 1983A, referred to as MTP-PE]. The so-called muramyl dipeptide

analogues are described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,767,842.

Other adjuvant mixtures include combinations of 3D-MPL and QS21 (EP 0 671

948 Bl), oil-in-water emulsions comprising 3D-MPL and QS21 (WO 95/17210,

PCT/EP98/05714), 3D-MPL formulated with other carriers (EP 0 689 454 Bl), QS21

formulated in cholesterol-containing liposomes (WO 96/33739), or immunostimulatory

oligonucleotides (WO 96/02555). Adjuvant SBAS2 (now ASO2) available from SKB

(now Glaxo-SmithKline) contains QS21 and MPL in an oil-in-water emulsion is also

useful. Alternative adjuvants include those described in WO 99/52549 and non-



particulate suspensions of polyoxyethylene ether (UK Patent Application No.

9807805.8).

The use of an adjuvant that contains one or more agonists for toll-like receptor-4

(TLR-4) such as an MPL® adjuvant or a structurally related compound such as an RC-

529® adjuvant or a Lipid A mimetic, alone or along with an agonist for TLR-9 such as a

non-methylated oligo deoxynucleotide-containing the CpG motif is also optional.

Another type of adjuvant mixture comprises a stable water-in-oil emulsion further

containing aminoalkyl glucosamine phosphates such as described in U.S. Pat. No.

6,113,918. Of the aminoalkyl glucosamine phosphates the molecule known as RC-529

{(2-[(R)-3-tetradecanoyloxytetradecanoylamino]ethyl 2-deoxy-4-O-phosphono-3-O-

[(R)-3-tetradecanoyloxy-tetradecanoyl] -2-[(R)-3—tetradecanoyloxytetra-

decanoylamino]-p-D-glucopyranoside triethylammonium salt.)} is the most preferred. A

preferred water-in-oil emulsion is described in WO 9956776.

Adjuvants are utilized in an adjuvant amount, which can vary with the adjuvant,

host animal and immunogen. Typical amounts can vary from about 1 .meg to about 1 mg

per immunization. Those skilled in the art know that appropriate concentrations or

amounts can be readily determined.

Vaccine compositions comprising an adjuvant based on oil in water emulsion is

also included within the scope of the present invention. The water in oil emulsion may

comprise a metabolisable oil and a saponin, such as for example as described in US

7,323,182. The oil and a saponin are present, for example, in a ratio of between 1:1 and

200:1.

According to several embodiments, the vaccine compositions according to the

present invention may contain one or more adjuvants, characterized in that it is present as

a solution or emulsion which is substantially free from inorganic salt ions, wherein said

solution or emulsion contains one or more water soluble or water-emulsifiable

substances which is capable of making the vaccine isotonic or hypotonic. The water

soluble or water-emulsifiable substances may be, for example, selected from the group

consisting of: maltose; fructose; galactose; saccharose; sugar alcohol; lipid; and

combinations thereof.

The formulations of the present invention may optionally comprise a mucosal

delivery-enhancing agent such as for example a permeabilizing peptide that reversibly



enhances mucosal epithelial paracellular transport by modulating epithelial junctional

structure and/or physiology, as described in US 2004/0077540.

The multimeric multiepitope polypeptides of the present invention comprise

according to several specific embodiments a proteosome adjuvant. The proteosome

adjuvant comprises a purified preparation of outer membrane proteins of meningococci

and similar preparations from other bacteria. These proteins are highly hydrophobic,

reflecting their role as transmembrane proteins and porins. Due to their hydrophobic

protein-protein interactions, when appropriately isolated, the proteins form multi-

molecular structures consisting of about 60-100 nm diameter whole or fragmented

membrane vesicles. This liposome-like physical state allows the proteosome adjuvant to

act as a protein carrier and also to act as an adjuvant.

The use of proteosome adjuvant has been described in the prior art and is

reviewed by Lowell GH in "New Generation Vaccines", Second Edition, Marcel Dekker

Inc, New York, Basel, Hong. Kong (1997) pages 193-206. Proteosome adjuvant vesicles

are described as comparable in size to certain viruses which are hydrophobic and safe for

human use. The review describes formulation of compositions comprising non-covalent

complexes between various antigens and proteosome adjuvant vesicles which are formed

when solubilizing detergent is selectably removed using exhaustive dialysis technology.

The polypeptides of the present invention are optionally complexed to the

proteosome antigen vesicles through hydrophobic moieties. For example, an antigen is

conjugated to a lipid moiety such as a fatty acyl group. Such a hydrophobic moiety may

be linked directly to the multimeric polypeptide or alternatively, a short spacer, for

example, of one, two, three or four, up to six or ten amino acids can be used to link the

multimeric polypeptide to the fatty group. This hydrophobic anchor interacts with the

hydrophobic membrane of the proteosome adjuvant vesicles, while presenting the

generally hydrophilic antigenic peptide.

In particular, a hydrophobic anchor may comprise a fatty acyl group attached

to the amino terminus or near the carboxyl terminus of the multimeric polypeptide. One

example is the twelve-carbon chain lauroyl (CH3(CH)10CO), although any similarly

serving fatty acyl group including, but not limited to, acyl groups that are of eight-, ten-,

fourteen-, sixteen-, eighteen-, or twenty-carbon chain lengths can also serve as

hydrophobic anchors. The anchor may be linked to the peptide antigen using an



immunopotentiating spacer. Such a linker may consist of 1-10 amino acids, which may

assist in maintaining the conformational structure of the peptide.

The two components, that is the multimeric polypeptide and proteosome

adjuvant may be formulated by mixing of the components in a selected solution of

detergent(s) and then removing the detergent(s) by diafiltration/ultrafiltration methods. In

general, the ratio of proteosome adjuvant to multimeric polypeptide contained in the

composition is preferably greater than 1:1 and may be, for example, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 up to

1:5, 1:10 or 1:20 (by weight). The detergent-based solutions of the two components may

contain the same detergent or different detergents and more than one detergent may be

present in the mixture subjected to ultrafiltration/diafiltration. Suitable detergents include

Triton, Empigen and Mega-10. Other suitable detergents can also be used. The

detergents serve to solubilise the components used to prepare the composition.

Vaccines comprising different multimeric polypeptides can be produced by

mixing a number of different antigenic peptides with proteosome adjuvant. Alternatively,

two or more proteosome adjuvant/antigenic peptide compositions can be produced and

subsequently mixed.

Whereas commercial influenza vaccine that are produced in eggs induce allergy

in individuals that are sensitive to hen eggs, the multimeric vaccine did not elicit such

responses as manifested by IgE titer before and after immunization.

The antigen content is best defined by the biological effect it provokes. Naturally,

sufficient antigen should be present to provoke the production of measurable amounts of

protective antibody. A convenient test for the biological activity of viruses involves the

ability of the antigenic material undergoing testing to deplete a known positive antiserum

of its protective antibody. The result is reported in the negative log of the LD 0 (lethal

dose, 50%) for mice treated with virulent organisms which are pretreated with a known

antiserum which itself was pretreated with various dilutions of the antigenic material

being evaluated. A high value is therefore reflective of a high content of antigenic

material which has tied up the antibodies in the known antiserum thus reducing or

eliminating the effect of the antiserum on the virulent organism making a small dose

lethal. It is preferred that the antigenic material present in the final formulation is at a

level sufficient to increase the negative log of LD50 by at least 1 preferably 1.4 compared

to the result from the virulent organism treated with untreated antiserum. The absolute



values obtained for the antiserum control and suitable vaccine material are, of course,

dependent on the virulent organism and antiserum standards selected.

The following method may be also used to achieve the ideal vaccine formulation:

starting from a defined antigen, which is intended to provoke the desired immune

response, in a first step an adjuvant matched to the antigen is found, as described in the

specialist literature, particularly in WO 97/30721. In a next step the vaccine is optimized

by adding various isotonic-making substances as defined in the present inventions,

preferably sugars and/or sugar alcohols, in an isotonic or slightly hypotonic

concentration, to the mixture of antigen and adjuvant, with the composition otherwise

being identical, and adjusting the solution to a physiological pH in the range from pH 4.0

to 10.0, particularly 7.4. Then, in a first step the substances or the concentration thereof

which will improve the solubility of the antigen/adjuvant composition compared with a

conventional, saline-buffered solution are determined. The improvement in the solubility

characteristics by a candidate substance is a first indication that this substance is capable

of bringing about an increase in the immunogenic activity of the vaccine.

Since one of the possible prerequisites for an increase in the cellular immune

response is increased binding of the antigen to APCs (antigen presenting cells), in a next

step an investigation can be made to see whether the substance leads to an increase of

this kind. The procedure used may be analogous to that described in the definition of the

adjuvant, e.g. incubating APCs with fluorescence-labelled peptide or protein, adjuvant

and isotonic-making substance. An increased uptake or binding of the peptide to APCs

brought about by the substance can be determined by comparison with cells which have

been mixed with peptide and adjuvant alone or with a peptide/adjuvant composition

which is present in conventional saline buffer solution, using throughflow cytometry.

In a second step the candidate substances may be investigated in vitro to see

whether and to what extent their presence is able to increase the presentation of a peptide

to APCs; the MHC concentration on the cells may be measured using the methods

described in WO 97/30721 for testing peptides.

Another possible way of testing the efficiency of a formulation is by using an in

vitro model system. In this, APCs are incubated together with adjuvant, peptide and

candidate substance and the relative activation of a T-cell clone which specifically

recognizes the peptide used is measured (Coligan et al., 1991; Lopez et al., 1993).



The efficiency of the formulation may optionally also be demonstrated by the

cellular immune response by detecting a "delayed-type hypersensitivity" (DTH) reaction

in immunized animals.

Finally, the immunomodulatory activity of the formulation is measured in animal

tests.

The multimeric peptides and polypeptides of the present invention may be

synthesized chemically using methods known in the art for synthesis of peptides, peptide

multimers and polypeptides. These methods generally rely on the known principles of

peptide synthesis; most conveniently, the procedures can be performed according to the

known principles of solid phase peptide synthesis.

As used herein "peptide" indicates a sequence of amino acids linked by peptide

bonds. The peptides according to the present invention comprise a sequence of 4 to 24

amino acid residues. Multimeric polypeptides comprise at least two repeats and maximum

50 repeats of the peptide epitopes.

Peptide analogs and peptidomimetics are also included within the scope of the

invention as well as salts and esters of the peptides of the invention are encompassed. A

peptide analog according to the present invention may optionally comprise at least one

non-natural amino acid and/or at least one blocking group at either the C terminus or N

terminus. Salts of the peptides of the invention are physiologically acceptable organic and

inorganic salts. The design of appropriate "analogs" may be computer assisted.

The term "peptidomimetic" means that a peptide according to the invention is

modified in such a way that it includes at least one non-peptidic bond such as, for example,

urea bond, carbamate bond, sulfonamide bond, hydrazine bond, or any other covalent

bond. The design of appropriate "peptidomimetic" may be computer assisted.

Salts and esters of the peptides of the invention are encompassed within the scope

of the invention. Salts of the peptides of the invention are physiologically acceptable

organic and inorganic salts. Functional derivatives of the peptides of the invention covers

derivatives which may be prepared from the functional groups which occur as side chains

on the residues or the N- or C-terminal groups, by means known in the art, and are included

in the invention as long as they remain pharmaceutically acceptable, i.e., they do not

destroy the activity of the peptide and do not confer toxic properties on compositions

containing it. These derivatives may, for example, include aliphatic esters of the carboxyl



groups, amides of the carboxyl groups produced by reaction with ammonia or with primary

or secondary amines, N-acyl derivatives of free amino groups of the amino acid residues

formed by reaction with acyl moieties (e.g., alkanoyl or carbocyclic aroyl groups) or O-

acyl derivatives of free hydroxyl group (for example that of seryl or threonyl residues)

formed by reaction with acyl moieties.

The term "amino acid" refers to compounds, which have an amino group and a

carboxylic acid group, preferably in a 1,2- 1,3-, or 1,4- substitution pattern on a carbon

backbone. α-Amino acids are most preferred, and include the 20 natural amino acids

(which are L-amino acids except for glycine) which are found in proteins, the

corresponding D-amino acids, the corresponding N-methyl amino acids, side chain

modified amino acids, the biosynthetically available amino acids which are not found in

proteins (e.g., 4-hydroxy-proline, 5-hydroxy-lysine, citrulline, ornithine, canavanine,

djenkolic acid, β-cyanolanine), and synthetically derived α-amino acids, such as amino-

isobutyric acid, norleucine, norvaline, homocysteine and homoserine. β-Alanine and γ-

amino butyric acid are examples of 1,3 and 1,4-amino acids, respectively, and many others

are well known to the art. Statine-like isosteres (a dipeptide comprising two amino acids

wherein the CONH linkage is replaced by a CHOH), hydroxyethylene isosteres (a

dipeptide comprising two amino acids wherein the CONH linkage is replaced by a

CHOHCH2), reduced amide isosteres (a dipeptide comprising two amino acids wherein the

CONH linkage is replaced by a CH2NH linkage) and thioamide isosteres (a dipeptide

comprising two amino acids wherein the CONH linkage is replaced by a CSNH linkage)

are also useful residues for this invention.

The amino acids used in this invention are those, which are available

commercially or are available by routine synthetic methods. Certain residues may require

special methods for incorporation into the peptide, and sequential, divergent or convergent

synthetic approaches to the peptide sequence are useful in this invention. Natural coded

amino acids and their derivatives are represented by three-letter codes according to IUPAC

conventions. When there is no indication, the L isomer was used.

Conservative substitutions of amino acids as known to those skilled in the art are

within the scope of the present invention. Conservative amino acid substitutions includes

replacement of one amino acid with another having the same type of functional group or

side chain e.g. aliphatic, aromatic, positively charged, negatively charged. These



substitutions may enhance oral bioavailability, penetration into the central nervous system,

targeting to specific cell populations and the like. One of skill will recognize that individual

substitutions, deletions or additions to peptide, polypeptide, or protein sequence which

alters, adds or deletes a single amino acid or a small percentage of amino acids in the

encoded sequence is a "conservatively modified variant" where the alteration results in the

substitution of an amino acid with a chemically similar amino acid. Conservative

substitution tables providing functionally similar amino acids are well known in the art.

The following six groups each contain amino acids that are conservative substitutions for

one another:

1) Alanine (A), Serine (S), Threonine (T);

2) Aspartic acid (D)3 Glutamic acid (E);

3) Asparagine (N), Glutamine (Q);

4) Arginine (R)3Lysine (K);

5) Isoleucine (I)3 Leucine (L)3Methionine (M)3Valine (V); and

6) Phenylalanine (F) Tyrosine (Y)3 Tryptophan (W).

The following examples are presented in order to more fully illustrate some

embodiments of the invention. They should, in no way be construed, however, as

limiting the broad scope of the invention. One skilled in the art can readily devise many

variations and modifications of the principles disclosed herein without departing from the

scope of the invention.

EXAMPLES

Materials and methods

Multimeric multiepitope polypeptides: examples of multimeric multiepitope

polypeptides comprising several repeats of the influenza virus peptide epitopes El to E9

listed in Table 1 are presented. The polypeptides include amino acids and short peptides

as spacers. The polypeptides are arranged in an alternating sequential polymeric structure

or a block copolymer structure. The polypeptides are prepared by expression in an

expression vector from a polynucleotide construct comprising various restriction sites for



further manipulation of the polypeptide. The polynucleotide construct is supplied from a

commercial source.

Vaccines : vaccines prepared from the multimeric multiepitope polypeptides

presented in examples 1- 3 were used for immunization studies of various mouse strains.

Examples for specific vaccines produced and tested are:

Multimeric #11 is made from the multimeric polypeptide comprising five repeats

of nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged in the alternating sequential polymeric

structure [E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9] 5 presented in example 1.

Multimeric #12 is made from the multimeric polypeptide three repeats of nine

influenza peptide epitopes arranged in the alternating sequential polymeric structure

[E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]3 presented in example 3.

Multimeric #14 is made from the multimeric polypeptide comprising three

repeats of nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged in the block copolymer structure

[E1]3~[E2]3-[E3]3-[E4]3-[E5]3-[E6]3-[E7]3-[E8]3-[E9]3 presented in example 2.

Immunization studies: three strains of mice: an outbred strain (ICR), an inbred

strain (BALB/c), and a strain transgenic for human HLA A*0201 molecules (HLA

A*0201), were used for immunization studies as well as rabbits in some experiments.

Viruses used inclµded the following: A/Texas/1/77, A/Wisconsin/67/05 (WISC),

A/WSN/33 (WSN), B/Malaysia/2506/04 (MAL)3 A/California/07-2007, A/New

Caledonia20/99 (NC) and others. All studies were conducted with intramuscular

administration of 150 meg multimeric multiepitope polypeptide in 100 microliters,

administered equally to both hind limbs.

Example 1: Multimeric polypeptide with five repeats of a unit containing nine different

epitopes arranged in alternating sequential structure .

This is an example of a multimeric polypeptide comprising five repeats of nine

influenza peptide epitopes arranged in the alternating sequential polymeric structure

[E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]5. The estimated molecular weight is 80 kD.

The amino acid sequence of this multimeric polypeptide, including the histidine

tag, is shown in Figure IB. The DNA sequence of the polynucleotide construct used to

prepare this multimeric peptide is shown in Figure IA.



Example 2: Multimeric polypeptide with three repeats of each of nine different epitopes

arranged in block copolymer structure.

In this example the DNA sequence of a polynucleotide construct used to prepare a

multimeric peptide comprising three repeats of nine influenza peptide epitopes arranged

in the block copolymer structure [E1]3-[E2]3-[E3]3-[E4]3-[E5]3-[E6]3-[E7]3-[E8]3-[E9]3 is

shown in Figure 2A and the corresponding amino acid sequence is shown in Figure 2B.

The estimated molecular weight is 48 kD.

Example 3: Multimeric polypeptide with three repeats of a unit containing nine epitopes

arranged in alternating sequential structure.

This is an example of a multimeric polypeptide comprising three repeats of nine

influenza peptide epitopes arranged in the alternating sequential polymeric structure

[E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]3. The estimated molecular weight is 48 kD.

The amino acid sequence of this multimeric polypeptide is shown in Figure 3B.

The DNA sequence of the polynucleotide construct used to prepare this multimeric

peptide is shown in Figure 3A.

Example 4: Cellular immune response.

The cellular immune responses to two different concentrations of a stimulating

influenza virus of the strains A/Texas/1/77, A/WisxWisc/67/05, A/California/07-2007, and

B/Malaysia/2506/04, of were evaluated. Transgenic mice (transgenesys for HLA A*0201)

mice were vaccinated once with two multimeric vaccines: # 11 and #14, emulsified within

IFA (Incomplete Freund's adjuvant). 7-10 days after the immunization, their spleen and

lymph nodes (LN) were removed and further incubated with the above mentioned viruses.

The proliferation was measured by thymidine uptake and is shown in Figure 4, as the

proliferation index for lymphocytes incubated with the stimulating virus. The proliferation

was associated with IFN-gamma secretion, in the range of 300-1300 pg/ml. This response

is indicating a ThI cell mediated immune response to the vaccine which could confer a

more solid immunity to challenge virus infection.

Example 5: Recognition of immunizing antigen and of viruses by immune serum

ICR mice were immunized with the multimeric multiepitope polypeptide

comprising five repeats of nine epitopes arranged in the alternating sequential polymeric

structure [E1E2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9]5 (Multimeric # 11), or with the multimeric



multiepitope polypeptide comprising three repeats of nine epitopes arranged in the block

copolymer structure [E1]3-[E2]3-[E3]3-[E4]3-[E5]3-[E6]3-[E7]3-[E8]3-[E9]3 (Multimeric

#14) suspended in 50% glycerol in PBS, or suspended in IFA as an adjuvant, or with 50%

glycerol in PBS as a vehicle control. The recognition of known protective influenza

epitopes HA 91-108 and M2 2-12, and of several influenza viruses (WISC, WSN5 NC,

and MAL), by sera of mice immunized with antigen polypeptide (#1 1 and #14

respectively), was determined by ELISA and the results are summarized in Tables 4a and

4b. A significant recognition is defined as an at least 4-fold elevation in titer between the

pre-immune sera and sera after three IM immunizations at 2-3 weeks intervals.

Table 4a: Fold elevation in titer to various antigens of pre-immune sera and sera after 3

immunizations with multimeric multiepitope polypeptide in 50% glycerol in PBS

Table 4b: Fold elevation in titer to various antigens of pre-immune sera and sera after 3

immunizations with multimeric multiepitope polypeptide in IFA as an adjuvant

Both groups shows high recognition of the immunizing antigen, the peptides

HA91-108 and M2 2-18 were recognized only by the sera of mice immunized with #14

but not with sera from mice immunized with #11.



Normal human sera could recognize Multimeric vaccine candidates, indicating of

potential memory responses to be elicited following immunization of human subjects with

this vaccine. Mean titers of 4 human sera to # 11 and #14 were 6000 and 6400

respectively.

Example 6. Protection against a highly lethal challenge with H3N2 A/Texas/1/77

Groups of eight transgenic mice were immunized three times, at 3-week intervals,

intramuscularly with the Multimeric-#14 vaccine or with PBS. A challenge infection with

a highly lethal dose (300 LD 0) of H3N2 A/Texas/1/77 was given three weeks after the

last boost. Mice were sacrificed five days post infection. A significant reduction of virus

titer in mice lungs was observed, as described in Figure 5, despite of the large amount of

virus used for infection.

Example 7: hi vivo efficacy studies

Two vaccine versions have been evaluated in vivo: the multimeric polypeptide

suspended in 50% Glycerol in PBS or in Incomplete Freund's adjuvant.

The purified vaccine is used in several mice models to establish its efficacy,

mechanism of action and preliminary toxicology data prior to the repeated dose

toxicology. The humoral response as well as pharmacodynamics studies are performed in

several strains of mice. One animal model that is employed for the evaluation of the

vaccine is the transgenic mice for HLA A*0201. This model is used for determination of

the optimal dose as well as for cellular parameters of the immune response to reveal its

mechanism of action.

Example 8:

The efficacy of the vaccine was demonstrated in two preliminary studies using

ICR and transgenic (HLA A*0201) mice. The mice were vaccinated intramuscularly

three times with 3 weeks interval with a dose of 150 meg/mouse of vaccines # 11, #12

and #14 with and without adjuvant (IFA). Three to four weeks after the last

immunization, the mice were infected with a 300 LD50 of a mouse adapted influenza

virus H3N2 strain (A/Texas/1/77). Five days post infection, the survival rate was

monitored. Treated and control groups immunized with 50% glycerol in PBS with and

without IFA were compared.



The survival rate (Figure 6A) following 300 LD50 infection in ICR mice was

100% whereas in the control groups (50% Glycerol in PBS) survival rate of 20% was

demonstrated.

The viral load in their lungs is detailed in figure 6B for vaccines #11 and #14

only. The viral load in the groups where 100% survival was found is significantly lower

than the viral load in the control groups (p<0.05). Due of the small number of mice per

group (5 mice), the statistical analysis was done using Two-sided Fisher's Exact Test. P

value of 5% or less is considered statistically significant. The data was analyzed using

the SAS® version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Gary North Carolina).

As for the survival in transgenic mice (Figure 7) immunized with the vaccine in

PBS/50% Glycerol, using the same vaccination and infection procedures mentioned

above, the survival rates were 80% and 60% to vaccination with #11 and #14

respectively as compare to 20% in control group. Vaccine #12 was not protective in this

mouse model as well as the adjuvanted (IFA) vaccines tested. It seems that in this animal

model or at least in this study, the addition of adjuvant was unnecessary and even

reduced the vaccine protective potential.

Example 9: Repeated dose toxicology

Repeated dose toxicology trials are performed with vaccine #14 (Multimeric

vaccine in three block repeats suspended in 50% Glycerol in PBS or in Incomplete

Freund's adjuvant, according a protocol based on:

http://www3.niaid.nih.gov/daids/vaccine/Science Λ/RTT/06_SafetyTest.htm.

A preliminary dose related toxicology study is performed in ICR outbred mice.

Three animals per gender per dose for each time point of sacrifice are employed to test

the histopathology of their major organs following intramuscular administration of the

vaccine one, two and three times.

The highest dose intended for the clinic is employed in a 6-week repeat dosing

containing three fortnightly vaccinations is likely to be sufficient to assess the toxicity of

the product and enable two repeated. The studies include monitoring the in-live stage

followed by a full range of toxicological parameters, including necropsy and full

histopathological examination of all major organs on days 2 days and 2 weeks post

immunization in order to demonstrate that any toxicological effects seen during the

treatment period were reversible.



Example 10: Phase I/IIa clinical trial

The primary objective of this clinical study is to examine safety of the preventive

anti-influenza vaccine after a single or double intramuscular administration. The study is

conducted under controlled clinical settings among healthy volunteers aged from 18

years old to 49 years old. The secondary objective is to estimate the immunogenicity

induced by administration of the multimeric vaccine. This phase I/II study assesses the

most common acute adverse effects and examines the size of doses that patients can take

safely without a high incidence of side effects.

Example 11: Anti viral response in mice sera immunized with commercial influenza

vaccine followed by immunization with Multimeric vaccine

Transgenic mice for HLA A*0201 were immunized with the commercial

inactivated influenza vaccine (split virion) BP Vaxigrip® three times, on days 0, 60, 81, or

with Vaxigrip® once, on day 0, and 2 additional immunizations (on days 60 and 81) with

the Multimeric vaccines #11, #12 and #14. Blood collection was performed before

immunization (pre immune) and after the last immunization. Antibodies to several

influenza strains were determined in pooled sera: H3N2: A/Wisconsin/67/05,

A/Texas/1/77, A/California/07/2007, A/Fujian/4 11/2002, A/Moscow/ 10/99 and

A/Panama/2007/99; HlNl : A/New Caledonia/20/99, A/WSN/33, A/PR8/34

B: B/Malaysia/2506/04, B/Lee/40.

After the first immunization with Vaxigrip®, which is intended for a single

immunization in human, there was no significant elevation in titers to all of the viruses

(except of x4 fold titer elevation to A/California).

The results are shown in tables 5A and 5B. With the Multimeric formulations,

prior immunization with Vaxigrip® did not significantly elevated the response to the

viruses as compared to other data from immunization studies where similar humoral

responses were demonstrated. A maximum of 8 times elevation in titers of post/pre

immune was observed after two immunizations with the Multimeric vaccine. Control group

administered with PBS was negative to all viruses. In the comparison of the different

multimeric variants, #14 was the best candidate in terms of humoral response to viruses.



t=titer, Mold

Table 5B. HlNl and Influenza B
N C WSN PR8/34 B/Malaysia B/Lee

Treatment immune t f t f t f t f t f
lxVaxigrip 0 100 200 400 400 200
+ 2x Multi 1 400 4 400 2 800 2 1600 4 400 2

#11 2+ 400 4 800 4 800 2 1600 4 400 2
lxVaxigrip 0 200 200 200 800 100
+ 2x Multi 1 400 2 400 2 400 2 800 1 400 4

#12 2+ 400 2 800 4 400 2 800 1 400 4
lxVaxigrip 0 100 200 100 200 200
+ 2x Multi 1 400 4 800 4 400 4 400 2 400 2

#14 2+ 400 4 1600 8 400 4 1600 8 400 2

pτ 1 100 100 100 100 100
r D O

2+ 100 1 200 2 200 2 200 2 100 1
t=titer, f=fold

Example 12. Peptide synthesis

Peptides and multimeric peptides were synthesized using typical solid phase peptide

synthesis with the following materials: Protected amino acids, 9-

fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl- N-hydroxysuccinimide (Fmoc-OSu), bromo-tris-pyrrolidone-



phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (PyBrop), Rink amide methylbenzhydrylamine

(MBHA) polystyrene resins and many organic and supports for solid phase peptide

synthesis (SPPS) were purchased from Nova Biochemicals (Laufelfϊngen, Switzerland).

Bis(trichloromethyl)carbonate (BTC) was purchased from Lancaster (Lancashire,

England), Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and solvents for high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) were purchased from Bio-Lab (Jerusalem, Israel).

Solvents for organic chemistry were purchased from Frutarom (Haifa, Israel).

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX-300 MHz

spectrometer. Mass spectra were performed on a Finnigan LCQ DUO ion trap mass

spectrometer. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on Merck F245 60 silica

gel plates (Darmstadt, Germany). HPLC analysis was performed using a Vydac analytical

RP column (Cl 8, 4.6X 250 mm, catalog number 201TP54), and were carried out on a

Merck-Hitachi L-7100 pump and a Merck-Hitachi L-7400 variable wavelength detector

operating at 215 nm. The mobile phase consisted of a gradient system, with solvent A

corresponding to water with 0.1% TFA and solvent B corresponding to acetonitrile (ACN)

with 0.1% TFA. The mobile phase started with 95% A from 0 to 5 min followed by linear

gradient from 5% B to 95% B from 5 to 55 min. The gradient remained at 95% B for an

additional 5 min, and then was dropped to 95% A and 5% B from 60 to 65 min. The

gradient remained at 95% A for additional 5 min to achieve column equilibration. The flow

rate of the mobile phase was 1 niL/min. Peptide purification was performed by reversed

phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) (on L-6200A pump, Merck-Hitachi, Japan), using a Vydac

preparative RP column (C8, 22 x 250 mm, catalog number 2 18TPl 022). All preparative

HPLC were carried out using a gradient system with solvent A corresponding to water with

0.1% TFA and solvent B corresponding to ACN with 0.1% TFA.

While the present invention has been particularly described, persons skilled in the

art will appreciate that many variations and modifications can be made. Therefore, the

invention is not to be construed as restricted to the particularly described embodiments,

and the scope and concept of the invention will be more readily understood by reference

to the claims, which follow.



CLAIMS

1. A synthetic or recombinant influenza multi-epitope polypeptide comprising

multiple copies of a plurality of influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in a

configuration selected from an alternating sequential polymeric structure

(X1X2X3 . . -Xm)n and a block copolymer structure (Xi) n (X2)n( 3)n---( m)n-

2. The polypeptide according to claim 1 selected from the group consisting of:

i. B(X1ZX2Z ...X m )nB; and

ii. B(XOnZ(X2) Z-(Xm) nB;

wherein B is an optional sequence of 1-4 amino acid residues; n is at each

occurrence independently an integer of 2-50; m is an integer of 3-50; each of X ,

X ... Xm is an influenza peptide epitope consisting of 4-24 amino acid residues; Z

at each occurrence is a bond or a spacer of 1-4 amino acid residues; and wherein

the maximal number of amino acid residues in the polypeptide is about 1000.

3. The polypeptide according to claim 2 wherein: n is at each occurrence

independently an integer of 2-50; m is an integer of 3-15; each of Xi-X m is an

influenza peptide epitope selected from the group consisting of a B-cell type

epitope, a T-helper (Th) type epitope, and a cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) type

epitope, consisting of 4-24 amino acid residues; and the maximal number of

amino acid residues in the polypeptide is about 600.

4. The polypeptide according to claim 3 wherein the influenza peptide epitopes are

selected from the group consisting of a hemagglutinin (HA) peptide, an M l

peptide, an M2 peptide, and a nucleoproteiή (NP) peptide.

5. The polypeptide according to claim 4 wherein m is 9 and n is an integer of 3-5.

6. The polypeptide according to claim 5 wherein the influenza peptide epitopes are

selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NO: 1 to SEQ ID NO:82.

7. The polypeptide according to claim 6 wherein the influenza peptide epitopes are

selected from the group consisting of HA 354-372 (El, SEQ ID NO: 82), HA 91-

108 (E2, SEQ ID NO: 48), M l 2-12 (E3, SEQ ID NO: 25), HA 150-159 (E4, SEQ

ID NO: 52), HA 143-149 (E5, SEQ ID NO: 51), NP 206-229 (E6, SEQ ID NO:

64), HA 307-319 (E7, SEQ ID NO: 59), NP 335-350 (E8, SEQ ID NO: 69), and

NP 380-393 (E9, SEQ ID NO: 70).



8. The polypeptide according to claim 6 wherein the influenza peptide epitopes

consist of: HA 354-372 (El, SEQ ID NO: 82), HA 91-108 (E2, SEQ ID NO:

48), M l 2-12 (E3, SEQ ID NO: 25), HA 150-159 (E4, SEQ ID NO: 52), HA

143-149 (E5, SEQ ID NO: 51), NP 206-229 (E6, SEQ ID NO: 64), HA 307-319

(E7, SEQ ID NO: 59), NP 335-350 (E8, SEQ ID NO: 69), and NP 380-393 (E9,

SEQ ID NO: 70).

9. The polypeptide according to claim 8 as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 84.

10. The polypeptide according to claim 8 as set forth in SEQ ID NO:86.

11. The polypeptide according to claim 8 as set forth in SEQ ID NO: 88.

12. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising nine different influenza virus

peptide epitopes arranged in the following alternating sequential polymeric

structure [ElE2E3E4E5E6E7E8E9] n, wherein n is 3 or 5; E l is HA 354-

372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ

ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID

NO.-51), E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID

NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID

NO:70).

13. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising three repeats of nine different

influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following block copolymer

structure [E1E1E1-E2E2E2-E3E3E3-E4E4E4-E5E5E5-E6E6E6-E7E7E7-

E8E8E8-E9E9E9], wherein E l is HA 354-372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-

108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ

ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51), E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID

NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID

NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

14. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising six repeats of five different

B-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E1E2E3E4E5] , wherein E l is HA

354-372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is M l 2-12

(SEQ ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ

ID NO.-51).

15. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising six repeats of four different

T-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E7E8E9E6] 6, wherein E6 is NP 206-



229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350

(SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

16. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising four repeats of four different

T-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following

alternating sequential polymeric structure [E7E8E9E6]n, where n is 6, and

wherein E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID

NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID

NO:70), and wherein said multimeric polypeptide is fused to a carrier protein.

17. The polypeptide according to claim 1, comprising six repeats of nine different

influenza virus peptide epitopes arranged in the following block copolymer

structure [E2E2E2E2E2E2-E1E1E1E1E1E1-E3E3E3E3E3E3-E4E4E4E4E4E4-

E5E5E5E5E5E5-E6E6EE6E6E66-E7E7E7E7E7E7-E8E8E8E8E8E8-

E9E9E9E9E9E9], wherein El is HA 354-372(SEQ ID NO:82), E2 is HA 91-

108 (SEQ ID NO:48), E3 is Ml 2-12 (SEQ ID NO:25), E4 is HA 150-159 (SEQ

ID NO:52), E5 is HA 143-149 (SEQ ID NO:51), E6 is NP 206-229 (SEQ ID

NO:64), E7 is HA 307-319 (SEQ ID NO:59), E8 is NP 335-350 (SEQ ID

NO:69), and E9 is NP 380-393 (SEQ ID NO:70).

18. The polypeptide according to claim 1 further comprising a carrier sequence.

19. The polypeptide according to claim 24, wherein the peptide epitopes are

inserted within a sequence of a carrier polypeptide.

20. An isolated polynucleotide encoding an influenza multi-epitope polypeptides

according to any one of claims 1-19.

21. The isolated polynucleotide according to claim 20 encoding a polypeptide

sequence selected from the group consisting of: SEQ ID NO:84, SEQ ID

NO:86, and SEQ ID NO:88.

22. The isolated polynucleotide according to claim 20 comprising a sequence

selected from the group consisting of: SEQ ID NO:83, SEQ ID NO:85, and

SEQ ID NO:87:

23. A vaccine for immunization of a subject against influenza comprising at least

one polypeptide according to claim 1.

24. The vaccine according to claim 23 wherein a first polypeptide comprises a

plurality of B-cell type influenza virus peptide epitopes, and a second

polypeptide comprises a plurality of T-cell type influenza virus peptide

epitopes.



25. The vaccine according to claim 37, wherein the first polypeptide is the

polypeptide according to claim 17 and the second polypeptide is the polypeptide

according to claim 18.

26. The vaccine according to claim 37, wherein the first polypeptide is the

polypeptide according to claim 17 and the second polypeptide is the polypeptide

according to claim 19.

27. The vaccine according to claims 23-30 further comprising an adjuvant.

28. The vaccine according to claim 24 wherein the adjuvant is selected from the

group consisting of: water in oil emulsion, lipid emulsion, and liposomes.

29. The vaccine according to claim 25 wherein the adjuvant is selected from the

group consisting of: Montanide®, alum, muramyl dipeptide, Gelvac , chitin

microparticles, chitosan, cholera toxin subunit B, Intralipid®, and Lipofundin .

30. The vaccine according to claim 26 wherein the adjuvant is Montanide®.

31. A method for inducing an immune response and conferring protection against

influenza in a subject, wherein the method comprises administering to the

subject a vaccine according to any one of claims 23 to 30.

32. The method according to claim 3 1 wherein the route of administration of the

vaccine is selected from intramuscular, intranasal, oral, intraperitoneal,

subcutaneous, topical, intradermal, and transdermal delivery.

33. The method according to claim 32 wherein the vaccine is administered

intranasally.

34. The method according to claim 32 wherein the vaccine is administered

intramuscularly.

35. The method of claim 32 wherein the vaccine is administered intradermally.

36. A polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-19 for immunizing against

influenza.

37. Use of a polypeptide according to any one of claims 1-19 for preparation of a

vaccine composition for immunization against influenza.

38. Use of an isolated polynucleotide according to any one of claims 20-22 for

production of a polypeptide.
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